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Change management in Northern Ireland’s transformed
integrated schools: what we want is a school where you can be
who you are and it’s a safe place
Lesley Abbott and Samuel McGuinness

School of Education, Ulster University, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

ABSTRACT
Historically, Northern Ireland pupils have attended religiously
separate schools, however, a movement by parents in the early
1980s to educate them together resulted in integrated schools
becoming part of the educational landscape. Some were new and
planned (Grant Maintained Integrated (GMI)) and a second group
on which this article focuses sought integrated status through a
formal, distinctive process of transformation (Controlled Integrated
(CI)). Interviews with Head Teachers in nine transformed schools
(primary and post-primary) showed varied reasons for
transforming; parents were mostly receptive but needed
information and reassurance; and teachers’ reactions were largely
positive, promoting the integrated ethos by addressing difference
and meeting the needs of the minority group with concomitant
benefits. Changes in leadership style were attributed to different
management structures with Boards of Governors, teachers and
parents being much more part of decision-making. There were
numerous, varied challenges in the Head’s new role, although
most could be met, and transformation remained a journey rather
than a discrete, one-off change.
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Introduction

Northern Ireland has had a religiously divided education system since the 1920s and,
prior to 1921 and Partition (the inception of Northern Ireland), most primary
(national) schools in Ireland were denominational and controlled by the churches.
The Lynn Committee’s report was the basis of the Education (Northern Ireland) Act
1923. Although invited by the then Education Minister, the Unionist, Lord London-
derry, the Catholic Church declined to be represented, stating that ‘the only satisfac-
tory system of education for Catholics is one wherein Catholic children are taught
in Catholic schools by Catholic teachers under Catholic auspices’ (Akenson 1973,
52). Protestant churches transferred control of their schools to the state while Catholic
churches retained control of theirs over the next two decades, hence, ‘state controlled
de facto Protestant’ and ‘Catholic maintained’ management types, respectively, thus a
separate system.
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Prelude to integrated education

Violence and political unrest in Northern Ireland over decades have meant that ‘everyday
experiences are still shaped by segregation and division’ (Blaylock et al. 2018, 644). In fact,
‘issues of national identity and constitutional disagreements [dominate] daily life and vir-
tually all elements of civic society are mediated through this lens’ (Irwin 2019, 1). In 1974,
concerned parents founded All Children Together (ACT) believing that the potentially
harmful effects of religiously separated education contributed to the conflict (McGlynn
et al. 2004). Although denominational educationwas not perceived as the sole reason for hos-
tilities, it has ‘played amajor part in children and young people leading parallel lives’ (Abbott
2010, 846). These parents wanted Catholic and Protestant children, and those of other reli-
gions or none, to be educated together, and in 1981 their ‘dream’ was realised when the
first integrated school opened in Belfast with 28 pupils (Wardlow 2003, 1). Integrated
schools did not ‘owe their existence’ to the local education authorities, the Department of
Education or the churches, but to parents willing to ‘undertake the task’ (Morgan et al.
1992, 13), and parental involvement on different levels was ‘specifically encouraged’ (19).

The Northern Ireland Council for Integrated Education (NICIE) was established in
1987 with the remit inter alia of ‘coordinating efforts to develop integration; supporting
parents through the process of opening new schools; and influencing and informing the
public’ (Perry 2016, 6). The Department of Education (DE) was required by the Education
Reform (Northern Ireland) Order 1989 to encourage and facilitate integration, and to
provide grants to bodies aiming to do so. Moreover, the 1998 Belfast (Good Friday) Agree-
ment undertook to uphold and promote it.

The wider picture

More widely, Taysum (2016) studied how educational leaders in the USA and England used
research activity to inform strategies to guide their schools towards cultural alignment. She
believed that this enabled the leaders to provide opportunities for assessment of personal and
professional narratives and construction of the narrative capital essential to move beyond old
scripts, and to envision objective realities around social mobility and civic engagement.

Khalid (2015) examined how Israel’s Jewish and Arab school leaders perceived their role in
promoting equitable education to bridge socio-economic andpedagogic gaps, questioninghow
Jewish andArab Principals understand the concept of social justice and how they promote this
in their schools. He contended that Israeli education policy perpetuates ethnic and social gaps,
hence, the Principals used a range of strategies like those encountered in the Northern Ireland
study to promote social justice. Khalid also noted that Shoho (2006) earlier suggested that
success in such a process is predicated on the need for the school’s resources to be distributed
equitably to empower personal potential. In her US study, Mansfield (2013) argued that ‘the
main effort of the school leaders should be invested in the transformation of the school
culture to a more democratic, participatory and containing society’ (646).

The aim of integrated schools

A broad philosophy of inclusion catering for the needs of all pupils, particularly those with
special needs, has attracted sustained global interest (Ainscow 1999; Hegarty 2001; Moran
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and Abbott 2006; Mackey 2014). Recently, Florian (2019, 696) observed that ‘the use of the
term has broadened over the past 25 years’ in ‘the many different socio-cultural-historical
contexts in which schooling occurs’ adding that inclusion is not easy. Similarly, ‘integration’
was mainly interpreted as concerning additional needs (DfES 2003). While the inclusive
ethos in Northern Ireland’s integrated schools fully reflects this, it goes much further and
embraces acceptance of, and respect for, different religions as well as providing for ethnicity,
class, gender, ability, experiential history and dispositions. In a context of protracted violence
where being ‘different’ was often perceived as a threat, the creation of ‘a culture of silence’
denied any meaningful opportunity to explore difference (Wardlow 2003, 2). Marriott
(2001, 8) warned that respecting others’ viewpoints requires first understanding then
valuing them which can ‘provoke fierce dispute’, so integration was not pursued ‘naively’
(McGuinness, Abbott, and Cassidy 2013, 183). Indeed, bias is ‘a normal part of life and
an awareness of bias is crucial to ensuring inclusivity’ (NICIE, IFI, and EFF 2014, 8).

Integrated schooling aims to provide a quality education through structures comprising a
balanced religious intake of pupils, staff and governing bodies, and the pursuit of anti-bias
policies (NICIE, IFI, and EFF 2014). Diversity and difference are welcomed, thereby uphold-
ing a key element of inclusion. Integrated schools have pioneered a unique model of inclus-
ive practices ‘not confined to religiously shared education’, since its principles subscribe to
inclusion in the widest sense (Abbott 2010, 856). Current integration policy means develop-
ing a model of ‘equality, diversity, respect and reconciliation through educational excellence’
(NICIE 2019, 11) and further promoting transformed schooling.

Types of integrated school

The origins of the first integrated schools lay in concerned parents testing local opinion,
developing an action plan aided by NICIE, and addressing the complex issues of location,
funding and staffing (Smith 2001). They were GMI or new, planned integrated schools and
are managed by Boards of Governors (the employing authority) as well as representatives
of parents, teachers and members appointed by the DE (EA 2019). DE has a statutory obli-
gation to foster integrated schooling and GMI schools were required to have a ratio of
40:40:20 (Catholic, Protestant and ‘other’) (Blaylock et al. 2018). There are 40 such
schools (25 primary, 15 post-primary) (NICIE 2018).

A second group on which this article focuses, consists of state-controlled de facto Pro-
testant schools with mixed enrolment that have transformed to integrated status (currently
25: 20 primary, 5 post-primary), described as Controlled Integrated (CI). Lundy (2000,
278) describes the transformation as ‘a procedure [that allows] existing schools to
convert to controlled integrated status and thus qualify for mainstream funding’. She
was unequivocal, though, that no Catholic school would consider transforming – ‘given
the composition of the Board of Governors and general ethos in Catholic maintained
schools, it is extremely unlikely that a Catholic maintained school will ever seek integrated
status’ (Lundy 2000, 282). However, almost two decades later, parents in two Catholic
primary schools in Northern Ireland have voted for transformation and three Republic
of Ireland rural primary schools are seeking ‘multidenominational’ status, all otherwise
facing closure (Irish News, August 28, 2019).

Transformation was endorsed by the DE as ‘a more financially prudent way to extend
integrated education’ (DENI 1999, in McGonigle, Smith, and Gallagher 2003, 2).
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Management and funding are through the Education Authority via Boards of Governors
(EA 2019). Transformation is a slow, complex process, though, in this particular post-
conflict society (Topping and Cavanagh 2016). Gallagher (2019, 8) observed, ‘The inte-
grated sector has continued to grow, albeit largely through the transformation of existing
schools’, agreeing that it was ‘not a viable prospect to open new schools at a time of falling
rolls’ (8). He sees it as ‘a rare example of a sector that came into being largely because of the
commitment and energy of parents’, adding that it remains small ‘with limited prospects
for growth unless some imaginative new approach can be developed’ (32).

Today, 65 planned and transformed integrated schools educate more than 23,600
pupils, just under 7% of the school population (DE 2019a). Between September 2017
and 2018, there was 6% growth in pupils attending integrated schools and with continued
parental demand ‘at least 40% … have sought or are currently seeking a permanent and/or
temporary increase in their enrolment numbers in this past year’ (NICIE 2018, 3). This
progress is set against 85% of primary and post-primary schools in Northern Ireland
being so separated that that they educate less than 10% of pupils from the other religious
background, many with pupils from one religion (DE 2019b).

Why transform to integrated status?

Reasons for pursuing transformed status can be pragmatic (falling rolls) and/or philoso-
phical (a wish for integrated ethos and practice). The first schools transformed in 1991
(one primary, one post-primary) (DE 2005). Whilst the philosophical implications are
clear, Marriott (2001, 33) described the ‘more difficult path of … transforming’, stating
that, ‘Unlike new [planned] schools which have no pre-existing ethos as they are
created from scratch … transforming schools are inherently perceived as schools of
“one tradition”’. This was underlined by Topping and Cavanagh (2016, 60): ‘Transforming
a school, in contrast requires an incremental widening of a long-established culture’. Thus,
for more effective, efficient transformation, ‘a clear and consistent understanding of the
rationale, aims and roles of all the potential actors involved in the process’ must exist
(McGonigle, Smith, and Gallagher 2003, 21).

The transformation process

The DE provides detailed guidance on the statutory transformation process (DE 2017),
including having a minimum of 10% of the minority tradition at the outset, aiming for at
least 30% (34) and culminating in a secret ballot of parents throughThe Electoral Reform Ser-
vices (ERS) in London. Achieving a religious balance takes time, but the potential benefits for
pupils are substantial in a setting where understanding of, and respect for, difference can be
explored, endorsing the Government’s commitment to A Shared Future ‘Our strong belief is
thatNorthern Irelandmust becomea societywhere there is equality, respect fordiversity anda
recognition that we are interdependent on each other’ (OFMDFM 2003, n.p.).

A model for integration

Putting integration into practice is reflective of Kincheloe and Steinberg’s (2001) models of
multiculturalism who saw a spectrum, not a single definition. Multiculturalism may imply
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‘a goal, a concept, an attitude, a strategy and a value’ (1) and, while they focused on race,
class and gender, this was not ‘a dismissal of other forms of diversity’ (2) and could apply
to educational settings. For integrated schooling, this means avoiding prejudice of any
kind for, as well as religious differences, Northern Ireland has an increasingly multicultural
population.

First, the monoculturalism model usually signifies a belief in the superiority of one
culture. Second, liberal multiculturalism accepts that all are equal regardless of background
with a ‘focus on sameness’ (Kincheloe and Steinberg 2001, 15), difference is subsumed into
the dominant culture, and no hard conversations are addressed. Third, pluralist multicul-
turalism recognises diversity as ‘intrinsically valuable’ (15) but considers it in isolation
from its context. However, a fourth model, critical multiculturalism, acknowledges differ-
ence and uniqueness and supports sensitive dialogue, an agenda which integrated schools
actively pursue (ETI 2007). In respecting another viewpoint or a cultural or religious prac-
tice, Marriott stressed that, ‘ … one first has to understand it then value it … Respect does
not mean agreement, … but it does mean taking other people and their beliefs and actions
seriously’ (2001, 8). McGlynn (2003, 22) thought integrated schools could become ‘even
more effective by adopting models of critical multicultural education’.

Wardlow (2003) does not blame religiously separate schools for sectarian attitudes, but
believes that if teachers, parents, pupils, governors and ancillary staff from different cul-
tural backgrounds can meet in a safe, managed space, then true integration can be
achieved ‘where individuality is not denied in favour of some form of bland homogeneity’
(3). Recently, Gallagher et al. (2019, 3) reiterated that ‘education is not a direct cause of
violent conflict’, but could ‘determine attitudes, values and behaviour across generations’
(3). They stated that ‘pupils in integrated schools have been found to have more positive
attitudes towards the outgroup, more moderate positions on political and constitutional
issues and greater respect for the other group’s culture and religion’ than those in denomi-
national schools (11).

Change management during transformation

The principle of inclusion is seen as a key challenge for forms of school leadership
(Ainscow and Sandill 2010, 414) ‘with the principal seen as a leader of leaders’. Leading
and managing transformation is a major educational undertaking and is not without
‘turbulence’ (Shapiro and Gross 2013). Change is seen as ‘ubiquitous, and so is the
concept of change’ (Altrichter and Elliott 2000, 2) and the challenge for school leaders
in Northern Ireland is ‘[bringing] about changes that are sustained and make a real differ-
ence in the quality of learning and life for the pupils, teachers and wider school commu-
nity’ (DE 2017, 27).

McGuinness et al. (2019) found that leaders who conveyed lucidity around the school’s
vision and led in such a transformational manner that they generated passion in their fol-
lowers, developed personal and group empowerment to engineer change and minimise
any detrimental effect of turbulence (Gross 2016). Moreover, one of the strongest reported
success criteria regarding the change journey concerned the leader developing intention-
ality in initiating positive relationships with other players, whether pupils, colleagues,
parents or other Heads through school partnerships (McGuinness 2012). This paper
examines the journey towards integration being made by nine schools centred on
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philosophy becoming practice which shows respect for individuality and a culture of col-
laboration (Skrtic 1991).

Method

Aims and objectives

The research aim was to determine how change aspects were managed by Head Teachers
in transforming schools. The objectives were to determine the reasons for, and experiences
of, seeking integrated status; to understand parents’ attitudes towards transformation, tea-
chers’ reactions to integration and how they promoted it; to identify opportunities,
changes made (curriculum, school emblems), benefits and challenges; and to pinpoint
changes in Heads’ leadership style as they became more collaborative and participative
to facilitate engagement.

Sample

The intention was to select 10 schools, five primary (ages 5–11) and five post-primary
schools (ages 11–18), the single criterion being that Head Teachers were in post during
the transformation process. There were 14 primary and five post-primary schools render-
ing sample selection using this variable viable in the former but not the latter sector. Two
post-primary schools were included and, in collaboration with NICIE, two retired Heads
with extensive experience of transformation were interviewed, giving a sample of nine (5
primary, 4 post-primary). Primary school enrolment ranged from 31 to 230 and post-
primary from 320 to 900. The first school visited in each sector was used for pilot purposes
with the data also included in the main study. Five participants were female, four were
male and all were Protestant. One Key Stage Head was nominated for the interview
since the current Head was not in post when transformation began.

Research design

A qualitative approach was chosen to seek Head Teachers’ experiences of their schools’
transformation process as it can elicit ‘vivid and richly detailed accounts of human experi-
ence’ (Ary et al. 2006, 485), and can generate themes and identify similarities and differ-
ences (Cohen, Manion, and Morrison 2011). The research instrument was the one-to-one,
semi-structured interview, frequently used to obtain qualitative data and felt to be ‘fit for
purpose’ since the study sought to gather ‘unique, non-standardized, personalized infor-
mation’ (412).

Each audio-recorded interview lasted approximately one hour and was transcribed ver-
batim for content analysis. Following Braun and Clarke (2006), the transcriptions were
repeatedly scrutinised for immersion in the data, ‘the bedrock of the rest of the analysis’
(87). This identified common patterns, meanings and relevant sub-themes that were
classified thematically under predetermined headings derived from the interview ques-
tions, manually coded and collated. Verbatim extracts illuminated commonalities and
sub-themes. Careful consideration was given to Corden and Sainsbury’s (2006) advice
that such quotes should reflect positive and negative viewpoints.
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Full ethical approval in keeping with BERA’s (2004) guidelines was granted by the Uni-
versity’s Research Ethics Committee (the wider study included primary and post-primary
pupils). All possible precautions were taken to ensure confidentiality and anonymity. Con-
textual clues to collective and individual identity were removed since ‘the people who are
in a position to identify individuals are exactly those to whom exposure has the greatest
potential risks of harm or embarrassment’ (Walford 2005, 88), hence, school sector
only was indicated in selected quotes (primary (p), post-primary (pp)).

Findings

Reasons for seeking transformed status

Three of the nine schools transformed because of falling rolls and financial difficulties (2p,
1pp) – ‘ … a cost-effective option to keep the school afloat’ (p). Three were informally inte-
grated and wished to formalise their status (2p, 1pp), the others seeking to engage with the
integrated ethos and to consolidate an already mixed enrolment in this way (1p, 2pp) – ‘It
seemed to offer something very profound and very, very powerful’ (pp).

The journey started because our local children came from a very mixed community… reli-
giously quite balanced because a lot of the Army [stationed here] have Catholic families. In
the little island of security we can provide, we’re trying to make them feel it’s very normal for
children of different faiths to grow up and be taught together. (p)

Parents’ attitudes towards transformation

Parental attitudes were largely positive although seven Heads reported some problems (5p,
2pp), deemed not serious by four and easily resolved with no pupils being removed (2p,
2pp) – ‘I wouldn’t over-stress the parental opposition … very little. Certainly, none was
organised’ (pp). It depended on the school’s catchment area and whether integration
was perceived as a threat or benefit – ‘Not an easy process’ (p). There was considerable
onus on the Head to allay parental fears – ‘Quite heated debates … part of a dark time
that people don’t want to reflect on’ (p).

… a feeling among some parents that their culture was going to be washed away… felt threa-
tened. As a transformed school, it’s a balancing act between making sure that you’re welcom-
ing to the Catholic minority, while still acknowledging the broad number who want a
Protestant education for their children. (p)

It was crucial to inform parents fully and in a measured way at every stage of the process to
‘meet their concerns’ (p). Reassurance was vital ‘because it could have all gone very badly
wrong had it not been so sensitively handled’ (p).

Teachers’ reactions

All nine Heads said that teachers initially promoted the spirit of integration to varying
degrees, whereas they now addressed difference and worked actively in the area of
conflict resolution if problems arose (5: 4p, 1pp). They fostered the ethos through
different projects (3: 2p, 1pp) and used circle time and peer mediation in primary and
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post-primary schools, respectively, to engage with sensitive issues (2: 1p, 1pp). Progress,
though, was gradual.

The [curriculum] requires you to move children forward from… personally addressing
issues about people different from themselves, in religion or physically or skin colour…
how you cope with anger, or with people who bully you. (p)

A post-primary Head reporting a spectrum of staff attitudes during transformation, wit-
nessed initial indifference become deep commitment.

Some people wanted to preserve their jobs and didn’t care if it was an integrated school. Some
were just interested in teaching, others strongly favoured integration. Post-integration… an
expectation on staff to introduce the integrated ethos into the classroom and explain how
they did so. (pp)

Two Heads (1p, 1pp) admitted that staff composition could affect integration, with those
already in post possibly less committed. However, academic standards remained of prime
importance.

… an inherited staff who may agree with transformation but can be perceived by new [tea-
chers] or new parents as not having changed. A [transformed] school is not just about reli-
gion and if you don’t have a high standard of education, no parent is going to sacrifice their
child on the back of integration. (pp)

Opportunities and changes following transformation

Opportunities
Opportunities were philosophical and pragmatic. Four Heads wanted to prepare pupils for
a future based on the meaning, principles and underlying rationale of integrated education
(3p, 1pp) – ‘How are these young people going to move forward otherwise?’ (pp). More
pragmatically, two saw the prospect of increasing pupil numbers (1p, 1pp). Two
primary Heads highlighted religious provision for Catholic pupils in a previously Protes-
tant school – ‘The very basic opportunity was that we could offer the sacramental training
… caused problems for some, particularly from the local [Catholic clergy]’ (p). However,
there was now acceptance, with children prepared by a teacher for the sacraments (p).

Two participants saw the chance to develop and maintain stronger links with local sep-
arated schools. One primary school now proactively recruited teachers who wanted to ‘live
integration’. More Catholic teachers could be recruited – ‘… far more Catholics applying
for the jobs and, by probability, more appointed’ (pp).

Every single one of them when interviewed thought integration was ‘absolutely wonderful’
… but they were looking for a job.… others were pushing the parameters. (pp)

Changes
Numerous changes followed transformation concerning the curriculum and outward
signage and emblems, although educational standards took priority. First, the Northern
Ireland Curriculum (NIC) must be followed ‘otherwise you’ll not get parents coming to
your school’ (p), but some elements were added, mainly in Physical Education (PE)
and Religious Education (RE), both raising parental concerns, for example towards the
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introduction of traditionally Catholic sports in a previously Protestant setting. Previously,
schools offered hockey, cricket and rugby, then added Gaelic football, hurling and
camogie – ‘I explained why and that was accepted … and the [parents] stayed’ (p). Trans-
ferable, key skills created common ground and pupil choice was strongly underlined –
‘Occasionally individuals would object, usually out of ignorance, because they’d swallowed
the line that this was compulsory’ (pp).

Whilst RE conformed to the NIC core elements, it also included broader engagement
with other world religions and festivals – ‘… it might take two or three years with a com-
posite age class … a rolling programme so it might be the Chinese New Year, next Diwali’
(p). One primary Head noted that although bringing pupils together was part of the trans-
formation process, paradoxically, ‘We send the Protestants one way to a lesson and the
Catholics another. To me, that’s not what integration’s about … bringing them together
to separate them again’ (p). One religious denomination did not allow pupils to eat
with those of other faiths, so appropriate, yet seemingly exclusionary, arrangements
were made.

We looked at the core syllabus agreed by the Catholic church and the Protestant denomina-
tions.… to accommodate any preparation [required] for the sacraments… I had a Church of
Ireland minister who worked with children for their First Communion… other children who
are Hindus have to have time out to visit a Hindu temple. (p)

Post-primary colleagues referred to ‘a common curriculum for RE’, to ‘a syllabus very
much defined by GCSE at Key Stage 4 (14–16 years)’, and to ‘having a Head of Depart-
ment who was even-handed [hence] no parental complaints’ (pp). One parent complained
about the rosary in the classroom and was advised that ‘it was something we have to
explore for all’ (pp). Another Head thought the RE syllabus ‘took the sting out of the
tail’ of transformation and set up ‘denominational care’. Changes also related to History
with the introduction of, or increase in, the teaching of Irish history. All schools included
Irish authors and publishers following transformation.

Second, all nine schools changed their name to indicate integrated status, and four from
both sectors mentioned uniform changes including an altered badge sometimes with
‘elements of the old’ (pp). Regarding after-school football kits associated with different
religions, ‘We thought, “No. What we’re trying to teach them is tolerance, so we’ll
accept any kit”. Didn’t ban anything’ (p). Conversely, one post-primary school took the
opposite stance as they perceived ‘tribal echoes’ and introduced a neutral kit (pp).

Tough decisions arose over the highly sensitive issue of national flags in school grounds.

The most difficult thing in the action plan I left to the last minute – the removal of the Union
flag, but no parents or pupils commented. A risk but it worked. We made a school flag and
[notified] the Department of Education. (pp)

I’ve purchased national flags… 21 different nationalities… a welcome booklet for all ethnic
minority communities for whom English is a second language. (p)

One school elected to have no flag, seeing it as ‘divisive’ – ‘What we want is a school where
you can be who you are and it’s a safe place’ (p). Diversity on notice boards was ‘more
integration-related’ (p), resulting in a move beyond merely uniting Catholic and Protes-
tant – ‘…whenever we brought in additional families from Poland, Slovakia, Pakistan,
we had to look at ourselves as much more than just two communities’ (p).
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All Heads underlined the gradual emergence of these outward signs, with welcome
support from NICIE on how to proceed with the two central strands, ethos and the cur-
riculum – ‘ … a bit of a fallow period of about a year after integration … kind of flailing in
the dark’ (pp). One audited everything in school to perceive any ‘cultural deficit – “What
should we be doing?”’ (pp). It was a unique opportunity for children ‘to be guided by sen-
sible people to allow them to get a sense of self-worth’ (p), but there were some misgivings
about whether completely inclusive integration could be achieved within a separate edu-
cation system and, crucially, a still divided society beyond.

… I don’t think this school will ever be a fully inclusive integrated school. I don’t think any
community of people in a place like Northern Ireland will ever be, and I highlight it around
the world in the different faiths and different communities. (p)

Benefits and main challenges

Benefits
Benefits were various at all levels and although Northern Ireland was not ‘a normal com-
munity’ (p), integration was a chance ‘to celebrate diversity’ (p). All five primary Heads
stressed understanding and accepting difference, allied to meeting the needs of children
of the minority or any tradition or ethnicity: ‘Nice to think it’s normal to be mixed’(pp).

It’s now OK to say, “You made your First Communion or You’re black”. One of the little girls
we have is black and [the others] actually go up and touch her and go, “I could do this with
your hair” and that’s fine [but] the novelty’s gone. Just acceptance now. (p)

Three referred to advantages for teachers (2p, 1pp) with integration to the forefront and
opportunities for ‘tremendous staff development’ (pp). Two reiterated the advantages of
increased pupil numbers (1p, 1pp).

If you were very hard-nosed, you’d say… in a very clinical way one of the main benefits. But
there’s a [new] sense of vibrancy and a buzz about the school. (p)

Pupils’ understanding of integration was a benefit going beyond the school setting in a
more enduring way and pupil friendships formed –‘So nice to see them playing together
with religion not even an issue … to see the bigger ones forming friendships they take into
secondary school’ (p).

Main challenges
Challenges arose, some serious, others manageable but ongoing. First, the lack of support
for integration from the Catholic clergy caused an imbalance among the Board of
Governors.

My biggest difficulty would be [that] the Catholic Church won’t give us their two represen-
tatives.…Our Board of Governors nominate two people in lieu of Catholic trustees… [we]
try to pick people from the Catholic community. (p)

… a lot of individual Catholic priests have supported us in different ways… not a wrong
thing for children to learn to live together, but the Catholic church has its own schools,
it’s trying to keep its numbers, and feel it’s purer to provide Catholic education in Catholic
schools by Catholic teachers. (p)
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Second, the momentum of the integrated ethos had to be sustained (1p, 1pp), highlighting
the importance of acceptance in the wider community and ‘keeping the parents on board’
(2pp). Change had to be made in a measured way (1p, 1pp) – ‘The challenge is that you, by
being enthusiastic … have to walk in others’ shoes. If you try to railroad people into doing
things your way, it’ll never work’ (p). Third, the twin needs were underlined for ‘market-
ing’ to retain the religious balance, and for earning the trust of parents in the minority
tradition.

When you first transform, you have a community which opens its arms, but you have to earn
trust… give their children what they expect you to give them.Would you trust your child to a
strange environment? It’s a heck of a leap. (pp)

Additionally, being inspected as an integrated school was a different experience, particu-
larly in a divided society – ‘…made us review what we’d done’ (pp).

Ten years ago, it would have been impossible because of paramilitary activity in the area…
(pp)

Changes in heads’ leadership style

Opinion was divided as to whether Heads’ leadership styles had altered. Four identified
changes (4: 1p, 3pp) and four did not (4: 3p, 1pp). Here, the sample was reduced by
one (see methodology).

Some changes
The main change was the different management structure since Heads came from a ‘com-
pletely autocratic system’, whereas now there was a much greater teacher and parent par-
ticipation in decision-making. For transformation to work, they had to adjust, build trust,
demonstrate clarity of vision, show enthusiasm and motivational leadership, as well as
capitalising on staff skills. Leading change, however, was deemed highly positive.

Previously, consultation just didn’t exist… very powerful in career and personal develop-
ment [because] leading change is leading people. (pp)

Teachers have to be part of the decision-making process and our senior management team
has a much flatter structure. We encourage staff to participate at all levels. (pp)

… I’m a great believer that if you have a good staff, you use the talent. (pp)

My style of leadership has suited my needs. It’s me and the staff… very much a shared,
democratic approach to decision-making. (p)

Having parents on the Board of Governors could create demands – ‘Although I greatly
appreciate and value their input … some parent governors feel that they have more
power and control than they actually have … they find it very difficult to take their
“parent hat” off when they’re a governor and vice versa’ (p).

Although not exclusive to integrated schools, greater emphasis was now placed on the
pupil voice – ‘Never underestimate the youngsters’ (pp). One Head spoke of a pupil who
spent time for academic reasons at a grammar school catering predominantly for one reli-
gion, returning to the integrated setting appalled at the sectarian language used – ‘Totally
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shocked at the casual bigotry … realised she hadn’t experienced it here because of the inte-
grated ethos [which] wouldn’t have been tolerated’ (pp).

Increasing enrolment added to the Head’s changing role. Further, relationships with
local religiously separated schools had to be nurtured because of an unfamiliar sense of
belonging to neither ‘camp’.

No changes
Other Heads experienced the same marked differences in management structure but
reported no changes in their own leadership style, while acknowledging the quintessence
of leading change.

I’m the same person and the start of this journey was… reflecting on where your school can
develop… already involved in a lot of cross-community work, some fairly cutting-edge stuff
… a project with a Catholic school who are still our best friends. (p)

It’s [recognizing] that diverse groups can live together and accommodate each other for the
greater good, but without any dilution of their own tradition, cultural background and beliefs
– more than just co-existing in a building. (pp)

Heads’ own professionalism could be called into question, though, with reference again to
parent governors, but they stood firm on the core substance of integration. Some queried
staffing decisions and others made demands to benefit their own child – ‘I said, “I’ve lis-
tened to what you have to say, but you governors employed me to make this decision …
actually I do know better than you”’ (p).

How the study met the aims and objectives

The research determined how change aspects were managed by Head Teachers in trans-
forming schools, and how their leadership style changed throughout the process. It clearly
articulated their reasons for, and involvement in, the journey to integrated status. Parents’
attitudes and teachers’ reactions to opportunities, benefits and problems along the change
journey were reported.

Conclusions

Altrichter and Elliott (2000, 3) suggest that change is ‘like gazing through a kaleidoscope.
The image changes quickly … ’. While the structural and cultural nuances around the
development of a range of relationships could present obstacles, the personal skill sets
of individual players had the potential to build trust, as shown here. The Heads felt
empowered by those around them as inter-personal relationships tended to dominate
their responses around the positive aspects of leadership, although turbulence could be
experienced differently (Shapiro and Gross 2013). Trust was a keystone although estab-
lishing this in a post-conflict society can be fraught. It is, however, pivotal to the
success of the transformation. Tschannen-Moran and Gareis (2015, 1) assert that ‘trust
becomes salient when people enter into relationships of interdependence, where the out-
comes one desires cannot be met without the involvement and contribution of others’.

Head Teachers’ positive encouragement of colleagues by sharing knowledge and power
through distributed leadership (Harris 2003), and sharing a vision for a better future, were
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employed by some participants to optimise opportunities for creating and managing an
integrated school environment. Like this small-scale study, McGuinness et al. (2019)
found that those Heads who demonstrated passion in their work and articulated clarity
in terms of their vision for building relationships were able to handle the challenges
and minimise potentially negative impact.

The interviews showed that leaders who acted openly, intentionally and invitingly in their
communication with colleagues, governors and communities were most successful in
addressing possible sources of turbulence (Shapiro and Gross 2013). Building support
from others was a prerequisite for enabling pupils to be drivers for social change. Continuing
professional development was similarly regarded as helping to develop better support struc-
tures, as well as fostering relationships with others in school leadership roles across Northern
Ireland, extending the support network. The powerful international messages from Taysum
(2016), Khalid (2015), Mansfield (2013) and Shoho (2006) and others have resonance with
the authors’ findings in the current study.

Encouragingly, ‘No school that has transformed has ever chosen to revert back to non-
integrated status’ (DE 2017, 6). Perhaps this is because, as here, staff and Heads undertaking
the journey identify numerous benefits, including broadening pupils’ perspectives to prepare
for a culturally diverse world. However, effective leadership ‘which develops a clear vision for
the transformed school’ is crucial (DE 2017, 11). Unquestionably, the future of transformed
schools is an ongoing process, with progress manifested in having the difficult conversations
of critical multiculturalism (Kincheloe and Steinberg 2001). Change management remains
exacting and demanding, but also aspirational and inspirational:

Organizational change often sees lucky winners, who came very close to losing it all, but who,
once having won, have the means to build up and substantiate their win – gradually to extend
the efficiency of their programme – and to rewrite the history and the success criteria of the
organization. (Altrichter and Elliott 2000, 4)
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